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The polarization of protons from the decay of polarized Z+ hyperons has been mea-
sured by scattering the protons in a carbon-plate spark chamber. A sample of 1335 use-
ful scatters gave o. o

———0.98+0.05 and yo ——22' +90', where tan&pa =PO/yo. Using the data
on Z+ —n~+ and 2 -nw and fitting to the (DI ) =2 rule gave y =0.8 for 2 degrees of
freedom.

The test of the ~AI
~

= a selection rule for nonleptonic decays of Z' hyperons has been limited by ex-
perimental uncertainty in the asymmetry parameter oo for the decay Z+ —Pv'. Two measurements of
uo have been reported. The first was performed by Beall et al. ,

' who measured the decay proton heli-
city by scattering the protons in carbon and obtained no=-0. 80+0.18. The second was performed by
Bangerter et al. , ' who observed a. proton asymmetry of the form (1+o.,Pz cost@) relative to the hyper-
on spin direction, and then deduced e, from a phase-shift analysis of the 1520-MeV Y,* which predict-
ed Pz. Their result was n.,=-0.986+0.072, in good agreement with the ~AI

~
=a rule, which requires

n, =-1. It seemed desirable to repeat with greater statistical accuracy a direct measurement of the
proton spin following the technique of Ref. 1 in order to avoid possible- uncertainties in the Y,* phase-
shift analysis, and to measure the decay parameter y„observable if the Z' hyperons are highly po-
larized in production.

The objective of this experiment was the measurement of the spin vector (v& for protons from the de-
cay of polarized Z+ hyperons. This spin vector is given in terms of a„P„y,by

(o&=(1+o.P r) 'Hc. +P r)r +&.P xP+y. ux(P xr)i, (1)

where Pz is the Z pola, rization vector, ~Pz~ =P, and p is the proton-momentum unit vector in the hy-
peron rest frame. The spin parameters ao, Po, yo are not all independent, but satisfy the constraint
ao'+Pa'+yo'=1. The parameter Po vanishes if time reversal invariance is valid and final-state w'p in-
teractions are ignored. ' The constraint can be expressed by defining Po = (1-ao')'~' sing„and yo = (1
-no')'~' cosy', . Equation (1) then has three unknowns, a„y„and P. The product aoP can be mea-
sured independently by observing the asymmetry distribution of protons relative to the hyperon spin
direction N(~) = (I + a, P cosv) = (I+ a,Pz f&). The spin vector (v& can be measured by scattering the
protons in the laboratory off carbon nuclei. If k& and k~ are the initial and final laboratory momentum
unit vectors of the proton scattered by carbon, and n =k,.xkz/~k, .xkz~, then the likelihood function

(2)

can be formed for the j=1-n events of the sample. Here the coefficient A~(HJ, EJ) is the carbon-ana-
lyzing power for a p-carbon scatter at polar angle 8 and energy E.' The unknown parameters Qo 'po

can be calculated by maximizing L(a,y,).
Positive pions at 1.12 GeV/c from the Princeton-Pennsylvania accelerator produced Z' hyperons by

the reaction m+p —Z'K' in a liquid-hydrogen target. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.
1. The beam contained protons in the ratio P/v' =3/1; these protons were easily eliminated by time
of flight using the time-bunching feature of the accelerator. Velocity and range were used to identify
the K+ mesons electronically. The time between the K+ stop and the decay p, was recorded on film
for each event. The K' track was recorded in a foil spark chamber. Protons from Z' decay entered
a carbon-plate spark chamber with 32 plates each 2.2 gm/cm' thick. A scatter from carbon was not
required in the trigger. The trigger rate was about 15/min. One quarter of the triggers wa. s associat-
ed production and the remainder was background. Of a total data sample of 400000 pictures, about
5%% had proton scatters which appeared satisfactory on the film. The film was scanned for events with
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FIG. 1. Plan view of the apparatus. A positive-pion
beam of 105/eec entered from the right at 1.12 GeV/c
mean momentum and +3/0 bite. The first two counters
were timed relative to a master time signal to identify
pions by time of flight (7t). K+'s produced to the right
of the hydrogen target satisfied K~K2H20 and stopped in
the large water counter. Ten wrap counters ~ sur-
rounding the large water counter used to count the de-
cay p+. Decay protons were counted in PqPq and en-
tered the carbon-plate spark chamber. The trigger
was (vrK&K2H&OP~P2) x(H2OW), the second H20 in paren-
theses being the large water tank.

a single K+ track and a single decay-proton track
which scattered in the carbon and stopped in the
chamber volume. The K' direction, the initial
and final proton directions, and both the total
proton range and the residual range after the
scatter were measured. The data contained
about 40/0 background at this stage. Since elas-
tic mp scattering could not satisfy the counter
geometry, this background was caused by multi-
ple pion production in the hydrogen or in the tar-
get walls. The background was reduced by re-
quiring a vertex in the liquid hydrogen and by re-
quiring the K and proton angles to be consistent
with associated production and Z+ decay kinemat-
ics. A total of 8550 events remained in the sam-
ple.

Figure 2 shows the distribution in delay time
between the stopping K+ and the decay p.

+ for
these 8550 events. An excess of 2600 events at
prompt delay times is apparent in this curve. To
eliminate this prompt background only those
events with delay times t ~ 0.67&+ were accepted
for further analysis. For these 3304 events, two
laboratory proton energies could be calculated
assuming the sequence 7t'P —X+K', Z'- pn'.
The lower proton energy was usually insufficient

I I I I I I I I

to give a useful carbon scatter. The upper ener-
gy could be compared with the energy inferred
from the observed proton range in carbon. Fig-
ure 3 shows the result of this comparison; 5 =—ob-
served- minus-predicted range in sparks. One
spark corresponded to 8 MeV for a typical event.
A satisfactory fit to this histogram was obtained
by combining the spark-chamber resolution with
the proton energy spread due to geometrical un-
certainties. The data sample at this stage was
consistent with a pure Z - p7l signal, but to
eliminate possible remaining background, the ob-
served range was required to agree with the pre-
dicted range to within +3 sparks, corresponding
to the full width at half-maximum of the curve in
Fig. 3. There were 2000 events in this peak.

Each of these 2000 events had a proton scatter
in carbon with no visible recoil tracks at the
scatter vertex. To avoid obvious geometrical
bias each scatter was required to satisfy a "cone
test. " 86 events were eliminated because the
scattered proton track could be forced to leave
the spark-chamber fiducial volume by rotating it

-.5 0 .5 l.o 2.0 3.0 4.0
t 1~k+

I"IG. 2. Plot of the time difference between K2 and 8"
for 8550 events. The dashed line is the curve expected
for a pure K+ decay sample, normalized to t &0.67&+.
The 2600 events in the shaded area were "prompt"
events, not caused by K Z+ production. The data to
the right of the vertical line at t = 0.6T~+ were selected
to be free of the prompt background. Because of the
sharp bunching of the Princeton-Pennsylvania Acceler-
ator beam (j.-nsec pulse every 66 nsec) there was no
continuous accidental background under this curve.
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FIG. 3. Observed-minus-predicted range curve (6
curve) for the 3300 events with t - 0.6v~+ in Fig. 2.
The Monte Carlo fit to this histogram is consistent
with no background.

eo = -0.98+o o2 yo = 22'+ 78 (3)

The relativistic spin transformation from center
of mass to laboratory has been included in the

about the incident-proton track. No other geo-
metrical distortions were found despite the fact
that the carbon-plate spark chamber was not
symmetrical with respect to the incident protons.
The spatial asymmetry for the decays was cal-
culated using N(&u) = (1+o.,P cos&u) and defining
P parallel to P, . xPz, as positive. The re-
sult averaged over center-of-mass production
angles -0.6 & cos0* ~+0.3 was o.oP =0.59+ 0.04
for the 1914 events in the sample. Requiring the
p-carbon analyzing power to be greater than 0.1
eliminated 579 events.

In summary, the final data sample was subject-
ed to the kinematic and vertex requirements, the
decay-time requirement t ~ 0.67&+, and the
range-agreement requirement I5I & 3 sparks.
The scatters had to pass the cone test, and had
to have an analyzing power greater than 10%.
The average carbon analyzing power for these
events was 0.41. The center-of-mass cos19* re-
gion was divided into three equal bins and an nP
was determined for each bin for use in the likeli-
hood function. The likelihood function defined in
Eq. (2) was calculated in terms of a, and cp, .
Solutions for the maximum value of L were

FIG. 4. Likelihood curves for the final data sample.
Likelihood contours in o. o, yo space show that the two
parameters are essentially uncorrelated, although yo
is poorly determined because o. o is very close to —1.

analysis. The errors were variations in ep pp
which changed ln(L) by ~. These likelihood
curves are shown in Fig. 4. Variations in the
16 I cut produced no change in the result. Relax-
ing the delay time requirement f, ~ 0.67&+ and ad-
mitting all delay times increased the data sam-
ple to 2300 events, but also introduced 20%
prompt background. For this enlarged sample
the results were (lpP 0 54+0 03 Ap 0 86
+0.04, and yo =25'+ 20', ' consistent with Monte
Carlo calculations of the expected effects of an
unpolarized background on the experimental re-
sult.

The sensitivity of the results to various sys-
tematic effects has been investigated. A +2% un-
certainty in no has been ascribed to possible
remnant unpolarized background in the final data
sample. The dependence of op on the p-carbon
analyzing power was slight. ' Nonlinear distor-
tions in the carbon-plate-chamber optics were
studied with grid pictures and straight beam
tracks. Uncertainties in these corrections led
to an additional error of +2% in o., and +45' in

y„giving the final results

o.o = 0.98-o.o2 ~ yo = 22 + 90

These values can be converted into values for
ao, Po, and yo, giving

oO '9 -0.02 & ~0 ' 0 ~ 28 &

yp =+0.19,",, . (5)

Final-state v P interactions predict J3, =-0.03 if
the IAI I

=-,' rule is assumed. Using the latest da-
ta on Z' lifetimes, ' the e, data compiled by
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N. Barash-Schmidt et al. ,
' and Eq. (4), a )(' =0.3

for two degrees of freedom was obtained for the
hypothesis ~bI

~

= s with no violation of time-re-
versa. l invariance. Possible ~b,I ~

= 2 amplitudes
were computed from the formula

I

v 2AO+A+-A = -3(-', )

where B, is the ~b.I
~

= 2 term. Assuming all am-
plitudes to be real, B, was found to have S-wave
and P-wave components

S,/S = -0.04 ~ 0.05,

P,/P~ = -0.04+ 0.05.

Here S =A (Z —nv ), P+ -A(Z' -nw'), and S
=I'+ in magnitude.

This experiment is consistent with the ~b.I
~

= a

rule, with time-reversal invariance, and con-
firms the validity of the Fo* phase-shift analysis
used in Ref. 2.
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Experimental information relating to the slope of the elastic proton-proton scattering
cross section in the region of -t =0.15 (BeV/&) is reviewed For proto. n energies great-
er than 18 BeV, most of the available data indicate that the slope changes from less than
9.0 (BeV/&) ~ for t& 0.2 (BeV-/&)~ to a value greater than 10.0 (BeV/&) ~ for -«0.15
(BeV/c) .

Over the past several years a number of ex-
periments have shown that proton-proton elastic
scattering has several distinct regions of momen-
tum-transfer dependence. The experiments of
Akerlof et al. ' and Allaby et al. ' exhibit a change
in the character of the slope of the cross section
near t = 6.0 (BeV/c)'. —A distinct break in the
cross section at t = 1.2 (BeV/c)' appea, rs—in mea-
surements taken in a Brookhaven isobar run and
the experiment of Allaby et al. '

Krisch has emphasized this structure by sepa-
rating the cross section into three exponential

regions. There are a number of theoretical mod-
els which can explain the qualitative features of
a three-region structure. In particular, some
optical models' predict a cross section in which
there should be an even number of breaks' and
consequently an odd number of regions. Regge-
pole models' and hybrid models' do not have this
constraint. In this note it will be shown that
there is experimental evidence indicating the ex-
istence of a fourth region below -t =0.15 (BeV/
C)2

It is useful to discuss cross-section parametri-


